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MmWave as the rebirth of MIMO

Large arrays focus and capture 
more energy, outperforming 
lower frequency solutions

Antenna elements are small and array 
sizes are large

1	W.	Roh	et	al.	"Millimeter-wave	beamforming as	an enabling technology for 5G	
cellular communications:	 theoretical feasibility and	prototype results,"	 in	
Communications Magazine,	IEEE ,	February 2014.

Mobile stations may have
4 to 32 antennas

@mmWave BSs may have 64 to 512 
antennas

@sub 6 Ghz only 2-8 antennas supported
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The power of large arrays at mmWave

1	R.	W.	Heath,	Jr.,	N.	González	Prelcic,	 S.	Rangan,	Wonil Roh,	and	A.	Sayeed,	``	An Overview of	Signal Processing Techniques for Millimeter Wave	MIMO	Systems ,''	
IEEE	Journal on Sel.	Topics in	Sig.	Proc.	(special issue on Millimeter Wave	MIMO),	vol.	10,	no.	3,	pp.	436-453,	April 2016.	
2	Tianyang Bai and R.	W.	Heath,	Jr.,	``	Coverage and	Rate Analysis for Millimeter Wave	Cellular Networks,''	 IEEE	TWC,	vol.	14,	no.	2,	pp.	1100-1114,	Feb.	2015.	
3	A.	Gupta,	 J.	Andrews,	R.W.	Heath	Jr.,	“On	the	Feasibility	of	Sharing	Spectrum	 Licenses	in	mmWave Cellular	Systems,	“,	arxiv 1512.01201290v1,	 Dec.	2015.
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Configuring the arrays remains a challenge

Implicit or explicit channel estimation leads to high overhead

BEAM  TRAINING

COMPRESSED
CHANNEL ESTIMATIONO

ve
rh

ea
d

Still, too much overhead

¿ H ?

* S.	Sur	et	al.,	“60	GHz	indoor	 networking	through	 flexible	 beams:	A	link-level	profiling,”	 in	Proc.	of	ACM	SIGMETRICS,	2015.

IEEE 802.11ad beam training 
can take up to 50 ms for 

beamwidth of 10º *

Compressed estimation can 
reduce overhead **

**K.		Venugopal,	A.	Alkhateeb,	N.	Gonzáez Prelcic,	 and	R.	W.	Heath,	Jr Channel Estimation for Hybrid Architecture Based Wideband Millimeter Wave	Systems,	
submitted to IEEE	JSAC,	2016

2006 2016
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GOING OUT OF 
BAND
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The potential of using out-of-band information

Thanks to the Genie, mmWave beam configuration can be done 
efficiently with no overhead

Fast beam
configuration

3G

INFORMATION FROM THE ALL-KNOWING 
GENIE IS USED TO POINT THE BEAMS
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The real out-of-band information opportunities

Some channel information extracted without taxing the 
communication resources!

POSITION 
INFORMATION

SIGNALS
FROM SENSORS

Fast beam
configuration

SIGNALS FROM 
COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS AT LOW FREQUENCIES

3G
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Is out-of-band a crazy idea?

Beamforming based on 
the spatial cov matrix

Channel parameters
reciprocity in FDD 

reciprocal [26], [35], [60], [92], [120], [144], [152], [175] since forward and reverse communication occurs
through the same propagation paths. To explain this further, consider a narrowband L path MIMO propaga-
tion channel. Following a similar approach as [152], the transmit spatial correlation matrix of the forward
channel and the receive spatial correlation matrix of the reverse channel are given by

RT =
LX

`=1

⇢T,`aT(✓T,`)a
⇤
T(✓T,`) (1) RR =

LX

`=1

⇢R,`aR(✓R,`)a
⇤
R(✓R,`) (2)

where aT(·) is the transmit array response vector, ✓T,` are the angles-of-departure, and ⇢T,` is the path gain,
with similar definitions of all quantities for the receive spatial correlation matrix. It can be argued that if the
frequencies are close enough together ⇢R,` ⇡ ⇢T,`, since the path lengths are the same. By reciprocity of
the propagation environment, we should also have ✓R,` ⇡ ✓T,`. The array response vectors are a function
of the antenna spacing and wavelength, and are generally different. Assuming the array response vectors
are known, however, the angles-of-arrival and path gains derived from RR can be used to parameterize RT.
Even more exciting, it may be possible to have RT ⇡ RR up to a small phase perturbation for carefully
designed arrays [152], or through a spatial correction correction transformation [35], [92], [120], [175].

Results on reciprocity in the spatial correlation matrix give some hope that information derived from
one band might be applicable in another band. The problem though is a bit more complicated than it seems
if the frequencies are vastly different, e.g. UHF vs. mmWave vs. visible light. The path gains are unlikely to
be statistically similar due to frequency dependent pathloss and angle spread characteristics. Further, some
paths may be present at one frequency but absent at another, e.g. foliage may block visible light but not
mmWave. This means that it may be difficult to compute RT exactly from the information contained in RR.

The problem becomes even more complicated when other sensing mechanisms are used. For example,
radar measures the backscatter channel (reflected back) while communication devices measure the forward
channel (the part that continues on). Some of these scatterers though are also likely dominant sources of
reflections. LIDARs build a 3D depth map to different objects but at a much different resolution. Ray
tracing though uses similar high resolution images to predict reflectors. Position information can be used
to identify the location of the transmitter and receiver, which is useful for determining the line-of-sight
(LOS) propagation path. While out-of-band-sensing is not likely to be the mythical genie that provides
free channel state information to the transmitter, it does seem that out-of-band sensing can provide partial
information about the channel. The objective of this proposal is to establish the fundamentals of sensor-
aided communication, apply these fundamentals to beam training in mmWave communication systems, and
to demonstrate the relationship between communication and sensing in V2X communication settings.

3 Research Plan

The theme of this proposal is to leverage sensing technologies for connected vehicles using mmWave com-
munication. In this section, I describe my specific research directions: fundamentals of sensor-aided com-
munication, applications to beam training and multiuser beamforming in mmWave communication systems,
and prototyping to validate key hypothesis in the theory and algorithms. This research plan builds on my pre-
vious work on millimeter wave communication [5], [7], [16], [65], [154], MIMO propagation [48], [76], [77],
navigation [145], [146] and prototyping [91], [96], [151].

3.1 Vector FUN: Sensing Aided Communications – Fundamentals Tools

In communication systems, the side information necessary to establish the links is usually obtained at the
expense of communication resources. This proposal focuses on using information from sensors to make
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Forward channel Reverse channel

See	e.g.	this	paper	and	the	references	 therein	 	M.	Jordan,	X.	Gong,	 and	G.	Ascheid,	“Conversion	 of	the	spatio-temporal	 correlation	 from	uplink	to	downlink	in	
FDD	systems,”	in	Proc.	IEEE	Wireless	Commun.	Netw.	Conf.	(WCNC),	 2009,	pp.	1–6.

The concept of exploiting information from another band has 
already been extensively  studied, but between close bands

Infer the DL covariance from the UL covariance
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if frequencies are close 
enough together
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How different are spatial characteristics between 
different bands? 

Measurements from legacy WiFi have 
been used to configure 60 GHz WiFi [3]

We have estimated DL correlation of 
mmWave systems using sub-6 GHz 
correlation [4] 

Spatial 
characteristics 

across 
frequencies on 

the order of few 
MHz are similar 

Surprisingly 
some channel 

parameters also 
similar across 
several GHz! 

What if
comparing sub-

6GHz and 
mmWave bands?

Well established in 
the 90s [1]
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Figure 6.30: Measurement scenario. The Tx antenna was placed close to the Rx antenna in the 
LOS measurements, and, in a small kitchen in the end of the office space in the NLOS measure-

ments. 
 

In Figure 6.31, both the power propagation distance profiles and the LOS directional power 
distributions are shown for the measured frequencies. The similarity of characteristics over the 
full frequency range 5.8-58.7 GHz is striking except for NLOS where one strong cluster at 
about 70 m propagation distance in the 14.8 GHz power propagation distance profile which is 
absent at 5.8 GHz. This difference is, however, explained by that the windows, by occasion, 
block transmission at 5.8 GHz whereas they are fully transparent at 14.8 GHz. The 
phenomenon is due to interference by multiple reflections between the multiple layers of the 
windows and the corresponding attenuation is heavily oscillating over the full frequency range. 
At 14.8 GHz this effect results in a very significant pathway out of the window which is 
reflected back in again by an adjacent building.  

The results for both LOS and NLOS are summarized in Figure 6.32. No clear frequency trend 
is observed neither for delay spread nor angle spreads for the LOS scenario. For the NLOS 
scenario the delay spread is substantially larger at 14.8 GHz than at 5.8 GHz. This is however 
due to the window effect explained above. To summarize no clear frequency trend is observed 
neither for delay spread nor for angle spread.  

 

Figure 6.31: Directional power distributions (upper) and power propagation distance profiles 
(lower left) for the three frequencies 5.8 GHz, 14.8 GHz and 58.7 GHz in the LOS scenario. The 
lower right graph show the power propagation distance profiles for the NLOS scenario which 

was measured only at 5.8 GHz and 14.8 GHz. 

 

LOS 5.8 GHz LOS 14.8 GHz LOS 58.7 GHz 
Pow

er relative to free 
space at 1.5 m

 [dB] 

From [2]

[1]	 T.	Aste	́,	P.	Forster,	L.	Fe	t́y,	and	S.	Mayrargue,	“Downlink	beamforming avoiding	DOA	estimation	for	cellular	mobile	
communications,”	 in	Proc.	ICASSP),	1998
[2]	M.	Peter	et	al.,	“Measurement	campaigns	and	initial	channel	models	for	preferred	suitable	frequency	ranges,”	
Millimetre-Wave	Based	Mobile	Radio	Access	Network	for	Fifth	Generation	Integrated	Communications,	Tech.	Rep.,	2016.
[3]	 T.	Nitsche,	A.	B.	Flores,	E.	W.	Knightly,	and	J.	Widmer,	“Steering	with	eyes	closed:	mm-wave	beam	steering	without	in-
band	measurement,”	 in	Proc.	IEEE	Int.	Conf.	Comput.	 Commun.	 (INFOCOM),	2015,	pp.	2416–2424.
[4] A. Ali, N. González-Prelcic and R. W. Heath Jr., ” Estimating Millimeter Wave Channels Using Out-of-Band 
Measurements,” ITA 2016 
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Propagation differences

Higher sensitivity to 
blockages

Direct path, reflections and 
diffraction

Sub-6 GHz 

Reflection

Diffraction
Direct
path

MmWave 

Scattering

Diffraction
not significant

Direct
path 
blocked

More scatterers
but fewer pathsPenetration loss

TX RX TX RX
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Translating channel information between vastly 
different bands

Spatial characteristics and dimension mismatch creates challenges, but 
out-of-band-sensing can provide partial channel information

the angle spread, the center angle 
of arrival and the received power 

can be slightly different

the size of the correlation
matrices is very different

sub-6GHz

mmWave
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EXPLOITING 
POSITION 
INFORMATION
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Exploiting position information in mmWave V2X

14

Restricted 
candidate 
beams

Position information 
with estimation noise

Junil Choi, Vutha Va, Nuria González-Prelcic, Robert Daniels, Chandra R. Bhat, and Robert W. Heath Jr, “Millimeter Wave Vehicular Communication to Support 
Massive Sensing”, IEEE Communications Magazine, 2016.

Postion information derived from GPS (possibly through DSRC modules), or 
other position location means
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How much overhead can be reduced using position info?

σ=3m θ=5º

Reduced beam alignment overhead
may allow a smaller beam width 

(larger beamforming gain) 

Accuracy in the
position information

Even with poor accuracy of 
position information the beam 
alignment overhead is reduced

Junil Choi, Vutha Va, Nuria González-Prelcic, Robert Daniels, Chandra R. Bhat, and Robert W. Heath Jr, “Millimeter Wave Vehicular Communication to Support 
Massive Sensing”, IEEE Communications Magazine, 2016.

6x
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Inverse fingerprinting for mmWave V2I beam alignment

blocked

Reflection 
off building 
could be used
in NLOS

Request
Beam 
training

ACK . . . Feedback

DSRC mmWave

beam1 beam

Only need to train a 
small number of paths

Less than 4% overhead of IEEE 
802.11ad for 16×16 array 

Infrastructure collects database of multipath fingerprint 
(i.e., AoA/AoD) of paths indexed by location

Vutha Va,	Junil Choi,Takayuki Shimizu,	 Gaurav Bansal,	and	Robert	W.	Heath
Jr.,“Inverse Fingerprinting for Millimeter Wave	V2I	Beam Alignment,”	
submitted to	IMS	2017.
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Overhead reduction with inverse finger printing

96% of 802.11ad beam training overhead can be saved using fingerprint

Power loss [dB] = RX power w/ exhaustive search 
– RX power w/ proposed method

Good Bad

Negligible loss for

Sector level search

Beam level search

Low antenna gain needs spreading
(32x used in 80211ad)

Required training 
at both sides

Training at beam level w/o spreading

Spreading factor

Nb x Tb

Training time

32 x #sectors x 2 x Tb

Training time

1 x #beams x 2 x Tb

Training time

(32x15+1x18)2Tb=996Tb

Example 16 x 16 array
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Challenges exploiting position information

Power efficient means for acquiring location

Incorporating device orientation

Resiliance to dynamic blockages in the environment

Combining with other out-of-band information to improve
accuracy

Combine with other side information like time-of-day, velocity, 
etc. 
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EXPLOITING 
COMMUNICATION 
SIGNALS AT 
LOW FREQUENCIES
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Vision of future mmWave networks

mutiband BS

Multiband connectivity is one of the features of future cellular networks
Why not to exploit it?
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Covariance translation from sub-6 GHz to mmWave

Non-Parametric Parametric

Estimates of angles and angle-spreads

A.	Ali,	N.	Gonza	́lez-Prelcic,	 and	R.	W.	Heath	Jr.,	“Estimating	millimeter	 wave	channels	using	out-of-band	measurements,”	 in	ITA	Wksp,	2016,	pp.	1–5.	

Construct an estimate of the 
mmWave spatial correlation matrix

⇥
s1 s2 . . . sNtr

⇤
(1)

⇥
y1 y2 . . . yNtr

⇤
=

2

6664

h1
h2
...

hNr

3

7775
⇥
s1 s2 . . . sNtr

⇤
+ noise (2)

RL = E [hLh
⇤
L] (3)

ˆRH = f(RL) (4)

1

Exploit correlation structure
Use interpolation/extrapolation to 

obtain RH

Correlation translation possible but dimension and spatial mismatch makes it
challenging

known correlation
Correlation to be

reconstructed

Theoretical expressions of correlation

Estimates of angles and angle spreads
e.g. using subspace algorithms

FOR SUBMISSION TO IEEE 4

(a) The simulated car model
with 5 antennas.

(b) The simulated van model
with 5 antennas.

(c) The simulated
lamp post

with a
single antenna.

Fig. 1: The objects used in the ray-tracing simulation.

Fig. 2: Ray-tracing setup: An orthographic 3D view of sim-
ulated infrastructure (lamp posts) and vehicles (car and van)
on N Lynn St, Rosslyn, Virginia.
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Fig. 3: AoA of dominant paths from lamp post 1 to the top
antenna on the car, at 900MHz and 72GHz.
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Fig. 4: Fraction of paths with common AoA vs frequency (base
case 900MHz).

where � is interelement spacing in wavelength (the wave-
length is � = c

f , where c is the speed of light, and f is the
system operating frequency).

The spatial correlation matrix for the the channel vector
h is defined as R = E[hh⇤]. Under a small angle spread
assumption [29], the spatial correlation matrix for a ULA can
be represented as

[R]i,j = e

j2⇡�(i�j) sin(✓̄)�
�
2⇡�(i� j) sin(✓̄)�✓

�
. (4)

For convenience, we introduce the correlation function
⇢(�m) = ⇢(�(i�j)) = [R]i,j . This correlation function will
be used for spatial correlation translation assuming the same
mean AoA and angle spread at sub-6 GHz and mmWave. The
arguments highlight the dependence of correlation function
on (i) interelement spacing and frequency via � and (ii)
the relative distance of antenna elements i and j via index
difference m = i� j. Furthermore, the correlation function is
symmetric ⇢(�m) = ⇢

⇤(��m). In practice, the correlation
as given in (4) is not available, and an empirical estimate is
used instead. Practical correlation estimation is discussed later
in Section VI.

The channel model (2) is parametric and explains the
channel in terms of a geometric description of the propagation
environment i.e., the AoAs of the rays, and the array response
to those AoAs. Parametric models can predict the performance
of the system in realistic propagation environments. For a

Sub 6 GHz spatial
correlation matrix

mmWave spatial
correlation matrix
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Compressed beam-search and partial support information

Sparse channel estimation based on out-of-band prior 

FOR SUBMISSION TO IEEE 30

minimize kxkw,1

subject to ky � Axk
2

 ✏

(P)

where kxkw,1 =
PI

i=1

wi|xi|

FOR SUBMISSION TO IEEE 30

minimize kxkw,1

subject to ky � Axk
2

 ✏

(P)

where kxkw,1 =
PI

i=1

wi|xi|

A.	Ali	and	R.	W.	Heath	Jr.,	“Compressed	 beam-selection	 in	millimeter	 wave	systems	with	out-of-band	 partial	support	 information,” submitted	 to	ICASSP,	2017.	

No prior information Prior information

Weighted
compressed

sensing

AoA can be any 
direction with 
equal probability

Out-of-band-information 
about likely AoA directions
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Smarter random dictionaries

A.	Ali,	N.	González-Prelcic,	 and	R.	W.	Heath	Jr.,	“Millimeter	Wave	Beam-Search	Using	Out-of-Band	Spatial	Information”,	 under	 preperation.	

Direction estimate 
from OOB

Out-of-band information shapes dictionary for better channel estimation

Random beampatterns
for compressed 
beam search

Random beam patterns Structured random

Possibly low gain in the 
strong channel direction

Direction estimate 
from OOB

Fair gain in the strong channel 
direction from OOB
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Hierarchical beam-search with out-of-band info

SN
R

Sub 6 GHz

MmWave

A.	Ali,	N.	Gonza	́lez-Prelcic,	 and	R.	W.	Heath	Jr.,	“Millimeter	Wave	Beam-Search	Using	Out-of-Band	 Spatial	Information”,	 under	 preperation.	

Conventional 
three-stage hierarchical

beam-search

Reduce number of stages based on out-of-band information

Coarse pattern gain
below noise level

OOB-aided 
three-stage hierarchical

beam-search

Replace coarse
stage by direction
estimate from OOB

Noise
level

Sub 6 GHz
Noise level

MmWave
Noise level
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Challenges exploiting communication signals

Covariance translation algorithms supporting different
array sizes

Developing an integrated protocol that allows
joint training at low and high frequencies

Optimal ways to exploit out-of-band information for
channel estimation

Simultaneous multi-band channel measurements, to develop
better multi-band models
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EXPLOITING
SIGNALS FROM 
SENSORS
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Sensor aided communication

Sensors are everywhere…
Why not to exploit sensing info to aid mmWave communication?

mmWave
sensing BS

radarcamera

lidar

inertial sensor

GPS

automotive 
sensors

sensors at the 
UE
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Radar-aided millimeter wave V2X

Radar can be used to 
configure communication link 

more efficiently

Radar can be used to 
design multiuser 

beamforming

*	N.	González-Prelcic,	 Roi Mendez-Rial,	and	R.	W.	Heath	Jr.,	”Radar	aided	beamforming	in	mmWave	V2I	communications	supporting	 antenna	diversity,"	Proc.	of	ITA	
2016	.

Algorithms for hybrid precoder & combiner design based on covariance 
information of the radar signal 
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Spatial congruence berween mmWave radar and 
communication

* N. González-Prelcic, Roi Mendez-Rial, and R. W. Heath Jr., ”Radar aided beamforming in mmWave V2I communications support antenna diversity," ITA 2016 .
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TOP 
ANTENNA

Most of the dominant DoAs for the communication signal also appear at the
radar echo in a different band

The dominant DoAs for 
the communication 

signal also appear at the 
radar echo in a different 

band
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Challenges exploiting sensor informartion

Extracting channel parameters from raw sensor signals
other than radar 

Simultaneous sensor and communication
measurements, to develop simularity models

Establishing the spatial congruence
between radar and communications

Machine learning algorithms that can combine 
sensor and communcation information
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CONCLUSIONS
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Conclusions

Configuring the antennas in a millimeter wave system is
a signifcant source of overhead

Many research challenges involving signal processing, 
machine learning, and communication

Side information is available in many forms, which can be 
exploited to reduce these overheads
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Conclusions

u Configuring the antennas in a millimeter wave system is a signifcant source 
of overhead

u Side information is available in many forms, which can be exploited to 
reduce these overheads

u Many research challenges involving signal processing, machine learning, and 
communication


